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RULING

1.

The prosecution presents a simple scenario.

It alleges that the

accused, l<evini Vaifo'ou (Kevini) along with Katalau Vea'ilu and Lupi
Fonua (Lupi) were engaged in a joint criminal enterprise to steal from
their employer Leiola Group Limited (Leiola). Kevini and Katalau were
employed to sell cigarettes and phone cards, mainly to chinese retail
stores. They would visit stores and if the store needed cigarettes or
phone cards they would hand over the goods along with an invoice. In
most cases they were paid immediately in cash.

The money and a

copy of the invoice were returned to Leiola's office and given to Lupi.
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She would fraudulently enter the transaction in Leiola's database as a
credit sale and distribute the money to herself, Katalau, Kevini and
another employee, Paea Savou.

As far as Leiola was concerned the

store owed a debt but in fact the store had paid.

Lupi, Katalau and

Paea have already been dealt with by the court.

2.

Count 1 of the indictment alleges that contrary to section 158 Criminal
Offences Act (Cap 18) between 1 July 2013 and 1 October 2013
Kevini, together with Katalau and Lupi, embezzled $81,401 from
Leiola. Count 2 of the indictment alleges that contrary to section 143
and 145(b) of the Criminal Offences Act between 1 July 2013 and 1
October 2013 Kevini, together with Katalau and Lupi,. stole $81,401
from Leiola.

The $81,401 is the money the prosecution alleges was

taken from 32 cash sales to 23 chinese stores.

3.

During the course of the trial Mr. Kefu advised me that the prosecution
seeks to amend the indictment to allege that the offences were
committed between 27 September 2013 and 8 October 2013 (not
between 1 July 2013 and 1 October 2013). The prosecution also now
relies upon only 16 sales to 11 stores thereby reducing the amount
alleged to have been embezzled/stolen to $48,382.14. Miss Tonga did
not oppose the amendments. I am satisfied that there is no prejudice
to Kevini and I allow them.

4.

The sales now relied upon by the prosecution in supp~rt of these two
counts in the indictment are only the following shown in this table.
2
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Store

Invoice Number
and Date

Amount

Beng, Mataika

23776 (7/10/13)

$1,470.50

Fakafeta'i Trading

20090 (27 /9/13)

$1,372.14

23765 ( 4/10/13)
r-~

Harmony Store,
Halaleva

23770 (8/10/13)

$17,200.00

23787 (8/10/13)
Hua Long AMU/

23728 (2/10/13)

Una Store/

23780 (2/10/13)

$3,200.50

Easter Sunrise Store
Ji Long Store

23730 (2/10/13)

$7,405

23736 (2/10/13)
Jin Xiang Store No.2

23738 (2/10/13)

$4,325.00

Lucy RUTC Store

23729 (2/10/13)

$870.00

Salomone Ikahihifo

23732 (2/10/13)

$2,176.00

Sunrise Store

23737 (3/10/13)

$4,325.00
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5.

Victory, Pahu

23785 (7 /10/13)

$1/730.00

Weilong Store

23789 (7 /10/13)

$2,768.00

Weilong Trading

23750 (2/10/13)

$1,540.00

The indictment contains a third count alleging the falsification of
accounts but the prosecution no longer pursues that count.

The prosecution evidence
Katalau
6.

The prosecution's first witness was Katalau. He has been convicted of
embezzlement of funds from Leiola and falsification of accounts and
served his sentence.
mainly cigarettes.
joined him.

He said that he worked for Leiola delivering

Initially he worked by himself and then Kevini

When they went to a store they would ask if the store

required any cigarettes and if they did they handed over the cigarettes
and an invoice/receipt (sometimes in the evidence referred to as a
docket).

They would mainly collect payments in cash.

Kevini was

responsible for doing the driving and Katalau prepared the invoices
and collected the money. At the end of each day they would take the
money collected and copies of the invoices back to Leiola where they
were given to Lupi.

The unsold stock was unloaded and counted by

another employee. Katalau said that Lupi would record cash sales as
4
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credit sales and when he needed money he would ask Lupi and she
would give him money from the sales. This was Leiola's money but he
said he intended to repay Leiola.

He believed that he had taken

$5 1 000 or more but some was repaid.

He also said that when Kevini

needed money he would ask for it and Katalau would ask Lupi.

Lupi

would text Katalau that it was alright and he would then give Kevini
money from what was collected that day.

Usually the money was

taken before returning to Leiola although on occasion Kevini would
collect money after working hours from Katalau's home. He said that
Kevin! was aware that the money belonged to Leiola and that they had
talked about the method that was being used with him to take the
money but he did not recall any details of those conversations.

He

estimated that the amount of money given to Kevini was $5,000 but
he was not sure if in fact it reached that figure.
7.

Mr. Kefu put it to Katalau that evidence would be given that invoices
were stolen from Leiola and that on some occasions two invoices were
prepared for one sale. Katalau said that Lupi would give them invoices
and that for major sales at the end of the month she would tell them
what invoices to use.

He said all invoices were returned to Lupi and

that it was Lupi who prepared the documents so that the missing
money was not noticed.

Katalau was referred to the invoices in the

prosecution's bundle of documents and he confirmed that in almost
every case the invoices had been prepared by him but said that Lupi
altered the invoices so that they appeared to be cash sales.
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8.

Katalau said that when Leiola became aware that money was missing
he agreed with Kevini and Lupi that he would lie and claim that the
money was lost and promise to repay it in the hope that the Police did
not become involved.

He said he had meetings with Leiola's

accountant, Arleen Talavera (Arleen), and the Chief Executive 'Inoke
Afu (Inoke), but he could not recall if Kevini was at
9.

tho~e

meetings.

Under cross examination Katalau said that at the end of each day it
was usually Lupi who would prepare the summary of the day's sales
and that Kevlni would go and have a smoke or make coffee or talk to
John Paul Chapman (John Paul) while it was being done. John Paul is
Kevini's cousin and the managing director of Leiola's parent company.
He also confirmed that Kevini would report to John Paul about what
was going on at Leiola and that John Paul would provide Kevini with
extra money whenever he needed it. Katalau also said that he had a
meeting with John Paul and told him that he had lost the money and
that Kevini had asked him not to tell John Paul that Kevini was aware
that the money was missing.

Following this the general manager of

Leiola, Mr. Viliami Takau, was informed and an investigation began
and Katalau was dismissed.
10.

It was put to Katalau that the reason he and Lupi had said that Kevini
was involved was because of Kevini's close relationship with John Paul
as they were hopeful John Paul would not involve the Police. Katalau
denied this and said Kevini was aware of everything that was going on.
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Viii ami
11.

Viliami Takau (Viliami) was employed as the general manager of Leiola
in 2013.

Viliami said that Arleen had suspected foul play with the

accounts and had asked to approach retail stores to compare Leiola's
paper work with what the customers had but this was not approved.
Later she was given approval and learned that customers claimed to
have made payments not shown in Leiola's records. He said that they
had also been issued invoices with numbers that did not match Leiola's
records. At a meeting with Viliami, Arleen, 'Inoke, Kevini and Katalau,
Kevini and Katalau were asked to provide some missing invoice books
but only some Were returned.

He was then advised by Kevini that

Katalau had something to tell him and at a meeting at Waves Cafe
Katalau admitted to losing $80,000.

He said that Katalau and Kevini

were then suspended. He said that Katalau has paid back some of the
money taken but Kevini has not and that it had been discovered that
$20,000 of the money had been given to another person, Kusitafu
Tonga.

12.

Under cross examination Viliami confirmed that Katalau admitted to
having been responsible for the missing money on a number of
occasions and that he also admitted to hiding invoice books.

He

agreed that Kevini had never said that he was responsible for the
missing money. Viliami also confirmed that Kevini and John Paul had a
close relationship and that Kevini would report matt:ers of concern
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about the company to John Paul. He also agreed that John Paul gave
Kevini money in addition to his salary if he requested it.

Arleen
13.

Arleen Talavera is a Philippine national and certified accountant with
significant accountancy and audit experience overseas and, since
2012, in Tonga.
prosecution

She undertook most of the investigations that the

relied

upon

and

prepared

the

documents

in

the

prosecution's bundle consisting of creditor confirmation requests, sales
reports, cash sheet summaries, banking reconciliations and other
documents.

For present purposes the documents which are perhaps

most important are the invoices in respect of each sale and a
distribution sales report which was completed each day and, amongst
other things, lists each sale by invoice number and records whether it
· was a cash or credit sale.
14.

Arleen was employed as a financial accountant for Leiola's parent
company and later assigned to work at Leiola. In around March 2013
she conducted an investigation and identified concerns with practices
at Leiloa. These were a lack of daily stock reports, missing invoices
that could not be matched against computer records, differences
between the daily sales reports and amounts deposited into the bank,
and the 'distribution guys' (to which I understand she meant Kevini
and Katalau) using three different invoice books rather than using up
one invoice book before starting another.

She also learned that Lupi
8
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had substantial control of the whole distribution system which meant
there was a lack of internal controls. Arleen said that she saw that it
was Lupi who was counting the money returned from sales and doing
the posting of transactions into the computer system and she was also
the one making the reports and going to the bank to deposit the
money. She said that Lupi was the best friend of Katalau and Kevini
and she wanted to have Lupi reassigned and replaced in her duties by
Lavinia Manu. This happened in around March/April 2013.

She also

identified that some stores had high credit sales and srye suggested to
Viliami that she should approach those stores for confirmation of the
amounts owing but she was not given approval to do so at that time.
She then put her analysis to one side and concentrated on other work
until September 2013.
15.

When she returned to her analysis of the distribution department she
noticed that the amounts owing by retail stores were getting larger.
She said also that Kevini was acting suspiciously, as when she would
ask him any questions about sales reports or stock issues he would
refuse to talk to her or raise his voice to her. She noted that Katalau
was always nice towards her.

Arleen again asked for permission to

approach retail customers and she was now given permission to do so.
She prepared a standard letter called a creditor confirmation request
for more than 30 stores.

In each case the reques't recorded the

amount that was owing by the store in Leiola's records as at 9 October
2013 and asked for confirmation that the store agreed with that figure 1
or if not the reasons for disagreement. She also collated the relevant
9
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statements and, where available, the invoices relating to the amounts
owing. With another staff member she visited over 30 stores on 9, 10
and 11 October 2013.

She said that Katalau asked her not to go to

the stores as it would affect sales but Kevini did not say anything. The
prosecution's bundle of documents is the product of Arleen's work. In
all but three cases Arleen was told by the stores that there was
nothing owing to Leiola. Three stores, Fakafeta'i store, Harmony store
and Victory store acknowledged there was a debt owing but for a
smaller sum than was recorded as owing by Leiola.
16.

Arleen was taken through the bundle of documents by Mr. Kefu. It is
unnecessary for me to set out that evidence in complete detail, which
was unstructured and most often very difficult to follow. An example
is in relation to Fakafeta'i Trading where even a prolonged and
repeated examination of the transcript provided me with little reward
in understanding Arleen's evidence.

Arleen was clearly not prepared

for the task of giving evidence. Her analysis was intended for internal
company purposes and not a criminal prosecution.

Much of her

evidence was hearsay (in so far as what she was told by store owners
is relied upon as being factual), dealt with sales that are not now the
subject of the case and are therefore irrelevant and she often
digressed into speculation as to what may have occurred with regard
to particular transactions and what Kevini's involvement or knowledge
in them may have been, all of which was unhelpful. Her enquires were
not as thorough as one would expect in a criminal case but she cannot
be criticized for that.

There should have been independent expert
10
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analysis of the accounts.

There was no evidence that Arleen ever

obtained proof of payment of individual invoices from the stores. She
accepted what the store owners told her that they had no debt,
apparently as evidence of payment. In so far as the 16 sales in issue
. in this case are concerned, with three exceptions Arleen's evidence at
least confirmed that each invoice was returned to Leiola and entered
into Leiola's database as a credit sale and that the invoice was unpaid
as far as Leiola's records are concerned. The three exceptions relate
to Fekafeta'i store (invoice 20090 dated 27 September 2013), where
no relevant distribution sales sheet was produced and it is not at all
clear to me whether some part payment was not made on that invoice,
and Hua Long AMU store (invoice 23780 dated 2 October 2013) and
Victory

store

(invoice

23789

dated

7 October 2013)

which

I

understand were in fact paid by the stores.
17.

Mr. Kefu asked Arleen about the methods used by the distribution guys
to take money.

In what I regard as important evidence, Arleen

identified the following. First, she said there were both cash and credit
sales made but not declared to Leiola.

Examples wer.e in relation to

Sea Sky store, Sin Fu store, Weilong Trading and Fakafeta'i store.
Secondly she noted collections from credit sales where the money was
not returned to Leiola.

She gave Harmony store as an example.

Thirdly, she noted that there were fake sales, that is sales that were
reported to Leiola but not in fact made.

She gave as examples Saia

Napaa, Lucy RUTC and Hua Sheng stores.

Fourthly, she noted cash

sales which were reported as credit sales. I put it to Arleen that if the
11
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distribution guys were putting through fakes sales or· recording cash
sales as credit sales and taking the cash, that would be discovered
within a very short period when the customers disputed their liability
or simply did not pay.

She said that the debts shown in Leiola's

records were being cleared within a very short period of time, usually
before the end of the month, and it was because there was no
movement in debtors towards the end of September 2013 that she
was warned something was wrong.

She said the fake sales were to

justify stock movements suggesting that stock was being taken and
sold and the money used to cover up prior defalcations. She also said
that there were instances where payments were made to a customer's
account which they did not make. She referred to Harmony store as
an example.

18.

Arleen was asked whether she met with Kevini and Katalau about what
she had discovered and she said that at a meeting at which 'Inoke,
Viliami, Kevini and Katalau were present Kevini and Katalau were
shown

photographs

of

invoices

which

they

had

issued

from

unauthorised invoice books and Kevini had said sorry to her, 'Inoke
and Viliami. She could not say what he was apologizing for. She also
said that it was after that meeting that Katalau admitted that $80,000
was missing. She referred to another meeting at a chinese restaurant
with 'Inoke, Kevini and Katalau but she did not recall that Kevini had
said anything at that meeting.
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19.

Under cross examination Arleen said that the person who did the daily
reconciliation of sales was Lavinia Manu and she was replaced by Mele
Tongia.

She said that sometimes others, including Falakiko Taimani

and herself, helped.

She confirmed that the daily checking and

recording of sales did not pick up any large sums missing.

She

acknowledged that on most occasions Kevini was not present when the
daily reconciliations were done because he would say he had other
important things to do.

She said it would be Kevini or Katalau who

would deposit money to the bank but Lupi was not allowed to make
deposits to the bank. She also said that she was not certain who was
responsible for taking the money.

She confirmed that except in one

case the handwriting on all the invoices belonged to Katalau. She did
not know whose handwriting appeared on the remaining invoice.
John Paul

20.

John Paul gave evidence that when the missing money was first
discovered by Arleen, Kevini denied any involvement but said that
later he had admitted taking money when confronted by him and
Kevini's older brother, Loca.

He also said that he had received a

message on Facebook from Kevini's account admitting his guilt and
apologizing.

He produced the Facebook message.

responded to that message.

He said he never

He confirmed that he had been

supporting Kevini financially.

13
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21.

Under cross examination John Paul said that he had trusted Kevini and
agreed that Kevini had reported matters of concern to him in relation
to the business of Leiola. It was put to John Paul that he had called
Kevini to his house and when Kevini denied any involvement in taking
money Loca became angry and was going to attack Kevini and it was
only then that Kevini said he had taken money.
could not recall any threats made to Kevini.

John Paul said he

John Paul said that he

usually communicated with Kevini by text and that this was the first
time he had received a message from him on Facebook.
Store owners

22.

The prosecution then called the store owners, or in some cases the
people who ran those stores. I refer to them as the store owners for
convenience.

They provided little to support the prosecution case.

Generally they did not give evidence that they had any recollection of
the particular sales in issue or that they had received those particular
goods, and in a number of instances they denied receipt of the goods.
If, as the prosecution contends, each invoice represents a cash sale

the store owners could have been expected to provide documentary
proof of payment even if that was only in their own books.
them did so.

None of

When the store owners received Arleen's creditor

confirmation request all but three responded denying that they had
any debt, typically on the basis that they always paid for goods
immediately in cash. None however produced any evidence to Arleen
that they had paid the invoices. Before me some stated they did not
14
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have records of either purchases or payments.

I summarise the

evidence of the store owners below.
23.

Tupou Palelei (Tupou) runs Fakafeta'i Trading. Leiola's records showed
that as at 9 October 2013 the store owed $1,912.14. Tupou confirmed
that in 2013 the store had purchased goods from Leiola and said that
Kevini was only a driver whereas Katalau and Lupi dealt with the
invoices and collected the money.

No money was paid to Kevini.

Purchases were made in cash or by cheque but not on credit, although
sometimes payment would be collected later that same day.

Tupou

signed the creditor confirmation request stating that the only amount
owed to Leiola was $540 by invoice 23710 and not $1,912.14. Tupou
had no knowledge of the invoices that Leiola believed were unpaid.
24.

Salomone Ikahihifo (Salomone)

has operated

a retail

store at

Longolongo for 52 years. Leiola's records showed that as at 9 October
2013 this store owed $2,176. His evidence was that he had purchased
mainly tobacco from Leiola. He said he paid immediately in cash and
not on credit.

He was referred to the creditor confirmation request

form and said that the handwriting on it was his wife's handwriting.
Salomone said he had never purchased the amount of goods in
question.

He did not know the names of the people who delivered

goods but it was two males and he identified Kevini in court and said
he would deliver the goods and that he would be paid and leave. In
cross examination he said his son also sometimes ran the shop but
that it was only him and his wife who purchased goods. He also said
15
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he could not actually recall which of the two men from Leiola issued
the receipts and took the money.
25.

Zhu Ai Wei (Wei) runs the Easter Sunrise store.

Leiola's records

showed that as at 9 October 2013 this store owed $3,200.

Wei

purchased cigarettes from Leiola and said all purchases were made in
cash and not on credit. However the invoice in question was for Ucall
cards not tobacco and Wei said the store had not purchased cards
from Leiola. It got its cards from a chinese shop in Tofoa. Wei could
not identify the men from Leiola who delivered goods to. the store.
26.

Xiao Long Fang (Fang) has run the Harmony Store for 8 years.
Leiola's records showed that as at 9 October 2013 this store owed
$35,650. The creditor confirmation request had been signed by Fang's
wife. When that was received there was a balance owing of $10,750,
which was paid on 10 October 2013. He confirmed buying cards from
Leiola and sometimes this was on credit but said he had no other
debts as he had to pay off any purchase made on credit before he was
allowed to buy more goods.
who came to the store.

He identified Kevini as one of the men

In cross examination he said he could not

remember who wrote the invoices. He also said that he did not keep a
record of his purchases or payments and had given all his receipts to
the Police.
27.

Chun Mei Qian (Qian) runs the Ji Long store. Leiola's records showed
that as at 9 October 2013 this store owed $13,178.87. Qian said the
16
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store had no debt with Leiola and she did not buy goods if she did not
have the money. She said that when she was asked by a woman from
Leiola about a debt it had been explained to her that th'e delivery guys
had not accounted for money.

She said she offered to provide a

receipt but was told that she should just sign the creditor confirmation
request.

Qian was not clear what had been purchased from Leiola.

Qian said that she knew the men from Leio!a and sometimes two men
would come and sometimes only one man.

Qian identified Kevini and

when asked which man took the money for sales she said that they
both were in the shop and both took the money.
28.

Zhong Yun Jiao (Lucy) is an employee at Lucy RUTC store at Havelu~
Leiola's records showed that as at 9 October 2013 this store owed
$870. The store has purchased cigarettes and cards from Leiola. Lucy
said that if they did not have money to buy goods they would not
purchase them.

She said they did not have any cre.dit ·with Leiola.

She had not signed the creditor confirmation request and did not know
who had. She said that two men always came to the store for Leiola
and identified Kevini but said he did not write the receipts or collect
the money. She could not recall what purchases had been made from
Leiola.
29.

Zhang Qiu Lin (Lin) works in his father's store at Tofoa. His father has
eight stores.

Leiola's records showed that as at 9 October 2013 this

store owed $4,325. He knew Leiola sold cigarettes to the stores. He
said they do not buy cards from Leiola and he did not know if they
17
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bought them in 2013.

He did not know either who had signed the

creditor confirmation request.

He said they usually paid in cash for

goods but he had not looked for the invoice in issue here, which
related to the purchase of call cards in October 2013.

He could not

say who had delivered goods for Leiola and said he only saw an old
man.

In cross examination he said no one had brought the creditor

confirmation request for him to sign.
30.

Zhou Chan (Chan) runs the Sunrise Store.

Leiola's records showed

that as at 9 October 2013 this store owed $4,325.

The store

purchased cards and cigarettes from Leiola. Chan said that the store
had no debt with Leiola and had paid in cash but had no records.
31.

Da Hua Xiong (Xiong) runs the Wei Long stores. There are two stores.
Leiola's records showed that as at 9 October 2013 these stores owed
$2,768 and $1,540.
could not recall

He recalled buying cigarettes from Leiola but

buying cards.

He did not recall the creditor

confirmation request and did not know who had signed the document.
He said no one from Leiola had come to see him asking about any
outstanding debts.

He also said that all purchases were made at the

time of delivery of the goods or later that same day.

He was not

familiar with the invoices in issue and kept no record of payments to
Leiola.

He was acquainted with the delivery men from Leiola and

identified Kevini and said he made payments to both men but
sometimes one was in the vehicle.

18
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32.

Liang Zhao Zhang (Zhang) is the son of Ben Long Zhang and runs his
father/s store at Mataika. Leiola/s records showed that as at 9 October
2013 this store owed $1A70. He recalled Leiola would sell cigarettes
and cards and said they paid immediately in cash or by cheque.

He

said that the store incurred no debt with Leiola and that he signed the
Creditor Confirmation Request using his fatherfs name.

He also said

that when they made payments they would sign for them.

He knew

Kevini and identified him and said he gave the money for goods to
whoever delivered the goods and there were times he gave money to
Kevini.
33.

Zhang Xiu Bin (Bin) runs the Victory Store.

Leiolafs records showed

that as at 9 October 2013 this store owed $1,730. The store was able
to make purchases on credit of up to a week.

This witness recalled

Kevini and another man delivering goods to the store but specifically
Kevini because he had credit at the shop for food and diapers and the
like.

Bin recalled getting the creditor confirmation request and said

that although he signed it stating that the store owed $1,730 and
would pay it the next week, that was not correct.

Bin said that a

Philippine person and a man had said to sign the form and it would be
alright. Bin also said that what was written was not true and the debt
was paid way before but could not remember who the payment was
made to. Bin said that when buying goods from Leiola money was not
given to Kevini but to the other guy who came with him. Contrary to
Bin's evidence it appears that this invoice was in fact paid after 9
October 2013.
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The defence evidence
Kevini
34.

Kevini gave evidence in his own defence and denied any knowledge or·
involvement in Katalau's and Lupi's activities.

Kevini said he worked

with Katalau in the distribution division selling mainly cigarettes to
chinese stores.

He was the driver and Katalau was responsible for

preparing the dockets and handling the money.
sometimes

Katalau

would

do deliveries alone

Kevini said that
because he was

otherwise busy with John Paul and on those occasions Katalau would
take an automatic vehicle because he could not drive manual shift.
Katalau said that stores mostly paid in cash and a small number by
cheque.

There were certain stores that were authorised to buy on

credit. Lupi maintained a list of stores that could buy on credit which
she gave to Katalau.

Kevin said that Katalau would tell him which

stores were allowed credit and Katalau would also direct him to the
stores they would go to to make sales.
35.

Generally Kevini and Katalau would get back to the office in the early
afternoon and have the pay-in completed to finish work by 3pm.

If

any stores required goods after hours the stores would contact Lupi
and she would prepare an invoice and they would then do the delivery
to the store.

Kevini said that the money collected was paid to the

bank every day but mostly he would not be involved in the pay-in
because he would speak with John Paul or make coffee. He said that it
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was generally Lupi who did the pay-in and prepared the documents
and this was given to Arleen to finalise.

Lupi would also input sales

into the computer. When everything had been checked by Arleen the
money was put into a bag and Katalau and Kevini would do the
banking although other people did the banking also.
36.

Kevini said that he became aware that there was a problem with
missing money only when Katalau talked to John Paul and said that
the $81,000 had gone missing from his home.

Kevini said he was

disappointed with Katalau and Katalau apologised and said that he
would try to pay the money back. After Katalau said that he lost the
money an investigation got under way. Kevini said that he was still in
the distribution department then but was moved to the duty free at
the airport.

He said that he was served with a letter of suspension

while he was at the airport but kept working there and was asked to
do some errands for distribution.
37. . Kevini recalled meeting with Katalau and Viliami at Wave's Cafe and he
said that when he had got there Katalau had already confessed to
Viliami that he was responsible for the missing money.

He also

recalled the meeting at a chinese restaurant which was attended by
himself, Katalau, Arleen and 'Inoke where 'Inoke wanted to be sure
there were no debts at the end of each month.

Kevini said that this

meeting was before Katalau confessed and there was no discussion
about the money.

He said there was no other meeting that he was

involved in to discuss the missing money but he did attend a meeting
21
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about missing invoice books with Viliami, Arleen and Katalau. He said
that at this meeting Viliami and Arleen directed their questions to
Katalau. He denied Arleen's evidence that he had apologized.
38.

Kevini also denied asking Katalau for money or collecting money from
his home and said if he wanted money he would have asked John Paul
for it. He also denied being aware that money was being taken from
collections and said that Katalau and Lupi knew that he was close to
John Paul and would report anything like that. Kevini also denied that
he hadn't answered Arleen's questions and had made things difficult
for her.

39.

Kevini was referred to the invoices and asked if he was involved in
those deliveries.

In some cases, namely Beng Mataika store,

Fakafeta'i store, Harmony .store, Hua Long AMU Lin store, Sunrise
store and Victory store Kevini said he could remember doing the
deliveries but denied make the deliveries to the other stores. He also
spoke about which stores paid in cash and which could buy on credit.
40.

Kevini was asked about the evidence of John Paul.

He said he was

called by John Paul to go to his home whilst he was working at the
duty free. When he arrived Loca and John Paul were both there. John
Paul told him that Lupi and others said that he had been involved and
repeatedly asked him whether he had taken money.

Kevini said he

denied this and it was only when his Loca got angry and told him he
was lying and threatened to beat him that he said he had taken any
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money. He said that he told them that his estimation was that it was
$1,000. In relation to the Facebook message sent to John Paul, Kevini
said he did not send the message and he became aware of it when his
wife told him that she had written to John Paul.

When he read the

message he was angry and he argued with his wife. He said he always
maintained to his wife that he was not involved. He also said that the
usual method by which he maintained contact with John Paul was by
text or phone and not on Facebook.

41.

Under cross examination Mr. Kefu put it to Kevini that it was not
possible for Katalau to have taken the money without Kevini being
aware of it.

It was also put to Kevini that he was the supervisor of

Katalau and responsible for him.
Katalau's evidence was not true.

Kevini denied this.

He said that

He was also asked about the

counting of the money at the end of each day and Leiola,s requirement
that the delivery guys sign the cash summary report.

He maintained

that most of the time he was not involved in counting the money but
said that if he did count the money he would sign the cash summary.
In a substantial departure from his earlier evidence Kevini said that his
evidence (which was given the previous day) about doing some of the
deliveries was incorrect because he had realized that he had moved to
work at the duty free and that the only delivery that is in issue that he
had made was to Harmony store and he also collected money from
Victory store on one occasion.

Mr. Kefu also cross examined Kevini

that he and Katalau had created fake sales and sold stock to try to
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cover up the fact that they had taken money.

Kev.ini denied any

knowledge of that.
42.

In re-examination Kevini was asked more questions about when he
went to work at duty free. He said that he left Leiola in the first week
of October and he was aware then that an investigation was underway
about the missing money. He also said he was at duty free before he
received his suspension letter although the suspension letter was not
received until 11 October 2013.

'Inoke
43.

'Inoke Afu gave evidence that in 2013 he was the Chief Executive of
Pacific Finance (which I understand included managing Leiola).

He

said that around August 2013 Arleen was concerned about missing
dockets and documents and they asked for them from Katalau and
then they were told he had confessed that money was missing.
could recall some meetings that followed.
was as a supervisor.

He

He said that Kevini's role

He also said that he knew John Paul granted

benefits to Kevini. John Paul authorised him to pay Kevini money and
Kevini had the use of a car and John Paul had paid Kevini's rent.
44.

Under cross examination 'Inoke said that he did not accept Katalau's
initial explanation that the money went missing from his house.

He

confirmed Kevini's evidence that the meeting at the chinese restaurant
had, at least in part, been concerned with collecting money by the end
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of the month.

He confirmed that Katatau did not drive a shift gear

vehicle and that sometimes an automatic vehicle was made available
for Katalau if he had to go and make deliveries on his own. Contrary
to Arleen's evidence 'Inoke had no recollection of any meeting where
Kevini had apologized.

He confirmed that Arleen had also been

concerned about high uncollected debts and had wanted to approach
store owners but had not been allowed to initially because chinese
businesses are very sensitive.
Monika
45.

Kevini's wife, Monika Vaifo'ou (Monika), gave evidence. She works for
Tonga Communications Corporation (TCC).

She had been shown

Kevini's letter of suspension when he received it on 11 October 2013
and at the time she and Kevini had laughed about it because he was
still working at duty free. She said that she had written and sent the
message to John Paul on Facebook without Kevini's knowledge and
that she composed the message on her work computer and had cut
and pasted it to Facebook. At that stage Kevini had not been charged
with any offence and her intention was to attempt to repair the
relationship between Kevini and John Paul.

When Kevini found out

about the message they had an argument because he maintained he
was not involved in the taking of any money from Leiola.
46.

Monika was subject to strong cross examination by Mr. Kefu. It was
put to her that her employer did not allow the use of Facebook and
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that other people, including Kevini, might have accessed her computer
and sent the message.

It was also put to her that if she believed

Kevini had done nothing wrong she would not have sent the message.
She denied that and made the point that Kevini could not have written
the message as he could not type and could hardly write in either
Tongan or English.
Taniela

47.

Taniela 'Uta, who also works at TCC but in computer IT, was called to
give evidence that the message sent to John Paul had been composed
by Monika on her work computer.

His evidence was. not conclusive

one way or the other and I really could take nothing from it.
Rebuttal evidence

48.

The prosecution was given leave to call rebuttal evidence.
Katalau was recalled.
important respects.

Only

His evidence confirmed Kevini's evidence in
He confirmed that John Paul had asked him to

speak to Kevini about the missing money although he also said Kevini
had already agreed that he would lie about the missing money.

He

confirmed that l<evini had worked nights at the airport since January
2013 and that he worked full time at airport when he was suspended.
He agreed also that he could not drive a manual shift car and that
another vehicle would be made available to him and that he had made
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deliveries by himself/ although more usually he would take the vehicle
just to go to the shops.
The importance of Katalau's evidence

49.

Mr. Kefu set out at paragraph 8 of his written submissions what he
submitted were 'undisputed facts/ upon which the prosecution case
was based. I note that I do not accept that all the facts stated there
are undisputed (or proven).

Mr. Kefu candidly accepted that the

prosecution case was dependent upon the court accepting KatalaU 1S
evidence and if the Court had any reasonable doubts about his
evidence/ that Kevini had fraudulently converted money received from
Leiola/s customers/ then the prosecution must fail.

Mr. Kefu also

submitted that I should reject Kevini 1s denials of involvement in the
taking of money from Leiola as unreliable.
50.

Mr. Kefu also noted that if I accept Katalau/s evidence as reliable/
before I can rely upon it I also had to be satisfied that it had been
corroborated in a material particular due to the requirements of
section 126 Evidence Act which states:
An accused person shall not be convicted upon the testimony of an
accomplice unless it is corroborated in some material particular by
other evidence.

51.

Given Mr. Kefu's very clear and helpful statement of the prosecution's
position the first issues that I should consider are:
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51.1.

Is Katalau's evidence credible and reliable?

51.2.

If so, is Katalau's evidence corroborated in a material
particular?

Is Katalau's evidence credible and reliable?

52.

Mr. Kefu submitted that Katalau had nothing to gain from giving false
evidence, he has pleaded guilty for his part and served his sentence,
and when called to give rebuttal evidence he was truthful in a number
of respects (which in the main supported Kevini). I do not find any of
these matters particularly compelling.

53.

In assessing the credibility of a witness the court must take into
account a range of factors, which may include whether the witness has
any personal interest in the matter before the court, but also more
typically the witness's opportunity for knowledge, judgment, ability to
describe what occurred clearly and in detail and whether the witness's
evidence is plausible, amongst others. Katalau has been convicted for
his offending and has completed his sentence and that is one factor I
consider but it does not follow that he must therefore have nothing to
gain from his evidence.

Nor does it follow that because Katalau was

honest about some matters that I should accept the totality of his
evidence.

There is of course no rule that requires me to believe or

disbelieve any witness's evidence in its entirety or not at all (R

v O.R.

[1996] 2 S.C.R. 291 at [93]).
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54.

I found Katalau's evidence was lacking in detail about the methodology
used to take money and then to avoid detection by Leiola. He referred
to putting cash sales through as credit sales and taking money but
made no mention of the things Arleen identified such as failing to
record sales, putting through fake transactions and moving stock.
When he was asked by Mr. Kefu about the use of unauthorized
invoices he did not appear to understand the significance of that.

He

made no mention of Paea Savou and what part she played.

His

evidence displayed either a surprising lack of knowledge of the joint
enterprise, that he says Kevini was a part of, or it was incomplete.
55.

His evidence in relation to Kevini's knowledge of the joint enterprise
was meager.

He said that he had discussions with Kevini about the

methodology used to take money yet he could not recollect details of
those discussions. I would expect the prosecution· to have lead
evidence about when and how often these discussions occurred and
what specifically was discussed.

There was none of that and in its

absence I am not prepared to accept such discussions occurred.
56.

Katalau said that Kevini would ask for money and sometimes collect it
from his house after hours. He gave no evidence of how often Kevini
asked for money and did not provide evidence about the amounts
given to Kevini on specific occasions.

There was no satisfactory

explanation as to why Kevini should collect money from his house
when Katalau had money with him from the stores. There was much
evidence that Kevini was being financially supported by John Paul and
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that had he wanted money he could have simply asked for it from him.
Mr. Kefu submitted that the fact that Kevini had access to financial
help from John Paul did not positively exclude him from being involved
in a fraud to get further money. That is correct, but it certainly would
suggest to me that it is less likely that Kevini would 'bite the hand that
feeds him' and steal from Leiola. There was also evidence that Kevini
was reporting to John Paul any matters of concern going on in the
company which again in my view makes his involvement with Katalau
and Lupi unlikely.
57.

The evidence satisfied me that it was Katalau and not Kevini who
collected the money from the stores, that Katalau prepared all the
invoices, that Katalau and Lupi usually did the daily money counting
and reconciliation at Leiola's offices while Kevini would go and make
coffee or speak to John Paul. . It is hard to see, and I was left
wondering, what role Kevini was said to have played in the joint
enterprise.

The evidence left me in doubt as to whether Kevini was

even making deliveries on the dates that the sales in issue are said to
have been made.

Kevini said that from the first week in October he

was working full time at the airport for Leiola duty fre.e and with few
exceptions he did not do the deliveries. All of the sales apart from one
occurred on or after 2 October 2013.
caution in accepting

I accept that I must exercise

Kevini's evidence because he had initially

admitted deliveries and later recanted.

However his evidence was to

an extent supported by Katalau, 'Inoke and Monika and despite being
given the opportunity to call rebuttal evidence the prosecution did not
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do so on this issue. It should have been a simple matter for Leiola to
produce evidence of where Kevini was working on the relevant dates.
58.

Contrary to Mr. Kefu's submission that Katalau is credible and reliable
he consistently lied to Leiola about taking the money claiming it went
missing from his home. There was evidence that he also hid invoice
books. Arleen's evidence was that he tried to persuade her not to go
to the stores, clearly, I infer, to avoid being found out.

59.

There is also the fact that Katalau has tried to downplay his
involvement in the offending.

Katalau said that he received around

$5,000 and had repaid some of that.

The evidence was that he

pleaded guilty to embezzlement of more than $80,000 and so I do not
consider he is being truthful.

His efforts to minimize his involvement

may provide an answer to Mr. Kefu's submission that he has nothing
to gain.
60.

I do not find Katalau a credible witness and I do not accept his
evidence on the matters of Kevini's knowledge and involvement in the
joint enterprise to embezzle money from Leiola.
Corroboration

61.

As I do not accept Katalau's evidence it is not necessary for me to
consider corroboration but I should say something about the evidence
that Mr. Kefu relied upon in this regard.

Evidence in corroboration of
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an accomplice is evidence extraneous of the accomplice which
confirms his evidence in a material particular, not only as to the fact
that a crime has been committed but that it was the accused who
committed it (R v Baskerville [1916] 2 KB 658).

In his submissions

Mr. Kefu relied upon nine items which he submitted corroborated
Katalau's evidence.

In my view the only matters relied upon which

might be regarded as corroboration are the evidence of John Paul that
Kevini admitted to him that he had taken money from Leiola and that
he had received a Facebook message from Kevini apologizing for his
actions and stating he was willing to go to Court and be held
responsible.
62.

In relation to the Facebook message I found Monika to be an entirely
believable witness and I am satisfied that she sent the Facebook
message without Kevini's knowledge in the hope that it would restore
the relationship between Kevini and John Paul. I do not accept this as
evidence of Kevini's guilt at all for that reason.

The relationship

between Kevini and John Paul was clearly an important one to Monika
both in a familial and financial context.

Also having seen and heard

Kevini I do not consider he would have been capable of writing that
message with its poetic aspects.

As to the alleged oral admission,

Kevini did not deny that he made a statement to the effect that he had
taken some money. It would have been easy for him to deny that he
had done so. It appears to me that in the circumstances then existing,
his evidence that he made the statement only after being repeatedly
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questioned and when he felt threatened by his older brother Loca, is
credible. I note also that Loca was not called to give evidence.
63.

There was also evidence from Arleen that at a meeting Kevini said he
was sorry, but I do not accept this evidence as being of any
significance. Arleen could not say what Kevini was apologizing for and
no other witness confirmed her evidence. The position is that Kevini
has always maintained that he had no involvement in taking money
from Leiola.

Embezzlement and the joint enterprise
64.

While my findings above are sufficient to dispose of this case I want to
say something further about the two counts with which Kevini was
charged and begin with embezzlement.

65.

Section 158 Criminal Offences Act provides:
Every person employed as or acting in the capacity of a clerk or
servant who shall fraudulently convert to his own use or benefit or to
the use or benefit of any other person any money, valuable security or
property of any description whatever or any part thereof which was
delivered to or received by him on behalf of his master or employer
shall be liable to imprisonment for any period not exceeding 7 years:

Provided that this section shall not apply to persons in the public
service of the Kingdom.
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66.

As I have noted the prosecution case is that Kevini, Katalau and Lupi
acted together in. a joint criminal enterprise to commit the offence of
embezzlement.

Mr. Kefu referred me to R v Fakatava [2001] Tonga

LR 76, 81 where Ford J said:
The relevant principle was stated by Lord Parker in Anderson v Morris
[1966] 2 QB 110 as follows:

"Where two persons embark on a joint enterprise, each is liable
for the acts done in pursuance of that joint enterprise, [and] ...
this includes liability for unusual consequences if they arise
from the execution of the agreed joint enterprise."

It is not necessary that there should be any kind of elaborate pre-

arrangement to constitute a joint enterprise - Hunter v Sara [1999]
105 A Crim R 241, but the assailants must share a cor:nmon purpose to
cause harm to the victim and make it clear by their actions to the
other that that was their common intention - R v Petters and Parfitt
[1995] Crim LR 501. The common intention or agreement is gauged
from their conduct.

In a commentary on Petters v Parfitt the learned editors of the 1995
Criminal Law Review, page 501, say:

"It is different if there is an agreement between A and B that
the crime be committed, even though that agreement Is tacit
and

made immediately before,

commission of the offence.

or in the course of the

A and B see a policeman
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approaching, they exchange glances, and A goes for the officer
while B stands by, ready to intervene if A seems to need his
assistance.

There is now evidence on which a jury could find

an agreement to collaborate in the commission of the offence, a
joint enterprise.

If B knocks down the second approaching

policeman, A will be liable for that assault. The agreement has
to be deduced from the conduct, but that is usual in joint
enterprise cases.

As the Court puts it in the present case, there must· be a
"common shared intention 11 -"each has the same intention as the
other and each knows that the other intends the same thing."

67.

In R v Ha/a'ufia (Unreported, Supreme Court, CR 35,36,91,92,93 of
2013, 12 June 2014 Cato J) Cato J said at [16] and [17]:
I also direct myself on what I have to find beyond a reasonable doubt
to satisfy myself that there was established in fact a joint unlawful
enterprise or a common unlawful purpose to which the accused was a
knowing party.

The law is set out for Tonga by Ford J in Fakatava

[2001] Tonga LR 76 ....

If I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that there was such a
comnion purpose, I must approach the case on the basis of those
generally well known cases cited to me by the Crown on accessorial
liability, in Tonga namely R v Anderson and Morris [1966] 2 QB 110;
and R v Fakatava [2001] Tonga LR 76 that at common law each party
to a common unlawful purpose is liable for acts done in pursuance of
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the common joint enterprise [and) this includes liability for unusual
consequences if they arise from the common purpose.

In recent

years, however the Anderson v Morris approach has been revised so
that at common law, accessorial liability lies only for a crime that is
subjectively foreseen or contemplated beyond reasonable doubt by a
secondary party as a possible incident falling within the scope of the
unlawful enterprise ...

68.

In McEwan, Dambitis and Robb v The Queen [2013] VSCA 329 at [32][33] the Victorian Court of Appeal said:
It is now settled that complicity under a joint criminal enterprise will

arise if the prosecution establishes the following:

1

That the accused has reached an agreement or understanding
with one or more other persons to pursue a joint criminal
enterprise that remained in existence at the time the offence
was committed.

2

That the accused participated In that joint enterprise In some
way.

3

That in accordance with the agreement, one or more parties to
the agreement performed all of the acts necessary to commit
the offence charged, in the circumstances necessary for the
commission of that offence.

4

That at the time of entering into the agreement the accused had
the state of mind required for the commission of the relevant
offence.
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If each of these matters Is established, the actions of all parties to a
joint criminal enterprise will be attributed to all other parties to that
enterprise so that each person pursuing the joint criminal enterprise
will be liable for the criminal acts of the others. That will be so even
though a party may not be present for the entire time all acts are
committed by other parties to the enterprise in pursuance of the
agreement.

69.

Had I found Katalau a reliable witness before convicting Kevini on this
count the prosecution would have had to satisfy me beyond reasonable
doubt:
69.1.

That Kevini reached an agreement or

und~rstanding

with

Katalau and Lupi, or either of them, to pursue a joint
criminal enterprise to commit the offence of embezzlement
that remained in existence at the time the offence was
committed.
69.2.

That Kevini participated in the joint enterprise in some way.

69.3.

That Kevini, Katalau and Lupi, or any one or more of them,
performed all of the acts necessary to commit the offence of
embezzlement in the manner charged.

70.

As to the first two requirements, I have already dealt with these earlier
in this ruling and have found that I am not satisfied that Kevini was
part of or participated in, a joint criminal enterprise. · As to the last
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requirement, the prosecution submitted that it had proven beyond
reasonable doubt that there was embezzlement of money from Leiola
based upon the evidence of Katalau (which I have rejected) but also
upon Arleen's evidence, which it is argued proved the fqllowing:
70.1.

That deliveries of tobacco and phone cards were made by
Katalau and Kevini to Leiola customers.

70.2.

That invoices recording the sale and purchase showed
goods were purchased on credit.

70.3.

The number of credit sales were increasingly high and
unusual.

70.4.

The customers confirmed to Arleen that they had no debts
or had already paid (with only three acknowledging any
debt).

70.5.
71.

Leiola never received any payment of the debts.

I do not accept the prosecution's submission.

The prosecution also

failed in my view to prove to the required standard, of beyond
reasonable doubt, that any of the 16 sales it relies upon were in fact
genuine sales involving the delivery of tobacco and phone cards to the
stores, or that any of those invoices was paid by the stores in cash and
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the money retained in circumstances that would amount to the offence
of embezzlement.
72.

To understand why this is so suppose, as the prosecution alleges, cash
sales were recorded as credit sales and the money retained.

That

would be quickly discovered when, contrary to Leiola's expectations,
the stores did not pay.

That is unless the debts shown in Leiola's

records were cleared in some manner. Arleen's evidence was that this
is actually what occurred, which is why, she said, the matter was not
discovered until September 2013.

Arleen described a range of

methods by which debts were cleared including the creation of fake
transactions or recording a cash sale as a credit sale and using the
money to clear debt. Arleen noted that some payments were credited
to customer's accounts which they had not made. The evidence of the
store owners did not prove that the goods in the invoices were actually
received by them and there was evidence from some store owners that
they did not buy goods of the type or in the quantity shown in an
invoice. In one case Arleen was told the store was closed. Based on
this evidence it has not been proven that each invoice relied upon by
the prosecution represents a genuine sale. Each sale might well be a
fake transaction to cover up an earlier defalcation.
73.

It was not proven either that in each case the invoice was paid in cash
and the proceeds retained.

If the sale was a fake transaction no

payment would have been made by the store in respect of it. If the
transaction was genuine it might well have been the case that the
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money received for it was not retained but used to clear an existing
debt shown in Leiola's records.

In those circumstances evidence of

actual payment should have been forthcoming from the store owners.
No store owner provided documentary proof of payment to Arleen or
to the court.
payments.

Some claimed they did not maintain records of their

I do not overlook that most store owners. said that they

had no debt because they always paid in cash but that does not prove
to the required standard the payment of specific invoices.

Theft

74.

The prosecution argued that if I find the embezzlement is not proved I
should find Kevini guilty of theft.

This charge also relies upon the

evidence of Katalau (which I do not accept) although Mr. Kefu
submitted that I could rely on the evidence of John Paul that Kevini
admitted to taking money from Leiola. I have previously said why I do
not put any weight on what Kevini said to John Paul and Loca.

The

prosecution has failed to discharge its burden to prove that Kevini was
involved in or took any money from Leiola and it follows that this
alternative charge is not proven either.
Result·

75.

The counts of embezzlement and theft are unproven. Kevini is acquitted on
those counts.

The prosecution does not pursue the third count in the

indictment of falsifying accounts and Kevini is acquitted on that count also.
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